Purpose: We report an approach, termed Repeated k-t-subsampling and artifact-minimization (ReKAM), for removing motion artifacts in free-breathing abdominal MRI. The method is particularly valuable for challenging patients who may not hold their breath for a long time or have irregular respiratory rate. Methods: The ReKAM framework comprises one acquisition module and two reconstruction modules. A fast MRI sequence is used to repeatedly acquire multiple sets of k-t space data. Motion artifacts are then minimized by two reconstruction modules: (a) a bootstrapping module in k-t-space is used to identify a low-artifact image; (b) a constrained reconstruction module that integrates projection onto convex set (POCS) and multiplexed sensitivity encoding (MUSE), termed POCSMUSE, is applied to further remove residual artifact. The ReKAM framework is compatible with different pulse sequences, and generally applicable to irregular data sampling patterns in k-space. Free-breathing fast spin-echo MRI data, acquired from healthy volunteers and patients, were used to evaluate the developed ReKAM method. Results: Experimental results show that the ReKAM technique can produce high-quality freebreathing images with the artifact levels comparable to that of breath-holding MRI. Conclusion: The ReKAM framework improves the quality of free-breathing abdominal MRI data, and is compatible with various MRI pulse sequences.
INTRODUCTION
Because MRI is highly susceptible to motion-induced artifacts, it has been challenging to generate high-quality MRI data in the presence of patients' continual and unpredicted motion. Therefore, existing abdominal MR imaging protocols largely rely on either breath holding or respiratory gating to reduce motion-related artifacts. However, the respirationgated acquisition has low scan efficiency, particularly in subjects with irregular respiratory rates. Breath held techniques are more efficient but may not be feasible for seriously ill patients.
Free-breathing MRI is a preferred protocol for abdominal imaging, particularly in challenging patients who may be unable to hold their breath for an extended period of time or who have irregular respiratory rates. Several approaches have been developed to reduce motion-related artifacts in freebreathing abdominal MRI data using information derived from either navigator echoes [1] [2] [3] or the oversampled central k-space data (e.g., PROPELLER). 4, 5 However, it may be difficult to use navigator signals, which are typically of low spatial resolution and provide only unidimensional localization, to effectively remove artifacts resulting from nonlinear motion. To address this concern, a series of methods have been reported recently to better model the nonlinear deformation due to respiration and improve the image quality of free-breathing abdominal MRI. [6] [7] [8] Respiratory-triggered imaging triggers MRI acquisition at a specific respiratory phase, achieving high data consistency for the first slice. However, artifacts may not be removed for other slices when the respiratory frequency changes during scans. 12 Recently, parallel imaging and compressed sensing have been applied to free-breathing imaging. [13] [14] [15] These techniques enable motion artifact reduction of highly accelerated MRI scans, and are particularly valuable for abdominal MRI.
Here, we report an alternative strategy for enhancing the quality of free-breathing abdominal MRI data. The new method, termed Repeated k-t-subsampling and artifact-minimization (ReKAM), is capable of effectively reducing motion-related artifacts during free-breathing abdominal MRI scans without relying on navigator echoes or mathematically modeling the image deformation. The ReKAM method can be generally applied to existing abdominal MRI protocols to obtain various clinically useful image contrasts.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The developed ReKAM method comprises one acquisition and two reconstruction modules. A fast imaging pulse sequence (e.g., echo-planar imaging (EPI), fast spin-echo (FSE) imaging, or gradient-echo and spin-echo imaging (GRASE) 9 ) is used to repeatedly acquire multiple sets of kt-space data regardless of the subject position. After repeated k-t-sampling, artifact-minimization is achieved by subsequently applying two reconstruction modules. First, multiple images are reconstructed from the acquired data using all possible k-t-data grouping patterns (i.e., bootstrapping in k-t-space), and the highest quality images corresponding to one or multiple subject positions are identified from all the reconstructed images using an automatic procedure. Second, a constrained reconstruction algorithm that integrates the projection onto convex set (POCS)-based parallel imaging 10 and multiplexed sensitivity encoding (MUSE), 11 termed POCSMUSE, 12 is applied to further minimize residual motion-induced aliasing artifacts. Figure 1 schematically illustrates the procedure of eliminating motion artifacts using a 4-shot interleaved MRI pulse sequence (e.g., 4-shot FSE or 4-shot EPI) with a phased array receiving coil as an example. Note that the developed strategy can generally be applied to various pulse sequences with different numbers of echo train length and segments, as described below.
2.A. Acquisition module: repeated k-t-sampling
The representation of the data acquisition module is shown in Fig. 1(a) , where the solid and empty circles represent sampled and unsampled ky lines, respectively, and the circles with the same color (e.g., red) correspond to approximately the same subject position while the position changes continually during scans. As illustrated in Fig. 1(b) , if the position information corresponding to every time point is known, then k-t-data corresponding to a particular position can be grouped to form an image with little motion artifact [e.g., red k-space data points in Fig. 1(b) ].
2.B. Reconstruction module 1: bootstrapping in k-t-space
Practically, the patterns of intrascan motion are unknown and unpredictable. Therefore, in the bootstrapping-based reconstruction module [shown in Fig. 1(c) ], a brute-force search strategy is used to identify images with the lowest artifact level using the following steps. First, the acquired kt-space subsampled data are regrouped using all possible data grouping patterns (i.e., bootstrapping in k-t space), producing a series of candidate images. Second, the background artifact level of each candidate image is measured from a predefined background ROIs with the L2-norm method. The image with the lowest background artifact level can then be identified.
If the number of repetitions (i.e., the number of fully sampled k-space) is large, then in theory the bootstrapping module can group the k-space data corresponding to the identical subject position and produce a high-quality and artifact-free image. However, it is impractical to acquire data with a large number of repetitions during clinical scans. With a moderate number of repetitions (e.g., four repetitions), although the kt-bootstrapping procedure can identify images with a lower artifact level, some amount of motion-induced aliasing artifact may still be present due to subtle inconsistencies between the segments of k-t-space data. Therefore, in the POCSMUSE module [ Fig. 1(d) ], a constrained reconstruction algorithm is applied to further reduce these artifacts (see the section on Reconstruction module 2). The reconstruction of all images generated by the bootstrapping procedure is time consuming, particularly for large numbers of repetitions. The computation cost can be significantly reduced by performing the bootstrapping reconstruction module on only the central portion of the k-space data (e.g., 64 9 64 samples). Once the correct k-t-data regrouping pattern is identified, the k-space data of the original matrix size (e.g., 256 9 256) can be recombined accordingly, and then undergo the subsequent POCSMUSE reconstruction module. Other approaches for reducing the bootstrapping computation cost will be described in the Section 4.
2.C. Reconstruction module 2: POCSMUSE
The POCSMUSE-based constrained reconstruction method 12 can be used to further suppress residual artifacts in images produced by reconstruction module 1 (i.e., k-t-bootstrapping). The POCSMUSE-based constrained reconstruction framework is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2 . In short, in the iterative POCSMUSE module, an initial guess image is multiplied with the sensitivity profiles, and projected with the k-space data from the reconstruction module 1. The projected images are complex averaged, and used to update the guess image in the subsequence iterations. The full mathematical description and implementation can be found in the original publication by Chu et al. 12 This POCSMUSE-based constrained reconstruction 12 has several strengths. First, the POCSMUSE method can be applied to segmented MRI with a number of segments greater than the number of coils. Second, the POCSMUSE framework is generally applicable to irregular data sampling in kspace. Third, the POCSMUSE framework is compatible with most existing imaging pulse sequences.
2.D. Human MRI experiments: healthy subjects
The developed free-breathing ReKAM technique was evaluated with human MRI scans using a 3 Tesla system (MR750, General Electric, Waukesha WI, USA) equipped with an 8-channel receiver coil. Data were acquired from seven volunteers using a FSE sequence with the following parameters: TR = 3750 ms, TE = 100 ms, axial-plane slice thickness = 8 mm, number of slices = 7, 9 or 14, FOV = 40 cm 9 32 cm or 40 cm 9 40 cm, echo train length (ETL) = 16, and in-plane matrix size = 320 9 206 or 256 9 256. The numbers of segments were 14 and 16 for the 320 9 206 and 256 9 256 datasets, respectively. Note that these segmented FSE k-space data were not regularly sampled. An irregular k-space sampling scheme was chosen by the manufacturer-provided FSE sequence, for achieving both high scan efficiency and optimal point spread function. The Cartesian ky sampling orders for all the FSE segments are shown in Table I , and the k-space trajectories for segments #1 and #2 are schematically illustrated in Fig. 3 . We would like to point out that the kspace ordering does not change randomly after choosing a set of scan parameters and hardware configuration on an MRI scanner.
Five repetitions of full k-space free-breathing FSE data were acquired from each volunteer to evaluate the performance of the ReKAM method. The scan time of free-breathing FSE was 262.5 s for five repetitions of 320 9 206 data, and 300 sec for five repetitions of 256 9 256 data.
An additional set of FSE data was acquired while the subjects attempted to hold their breath (52.5 s for the 320 9 206 dataset; 60 s for the 256 9 256 dataset) as a comparison. While the long scan time for breath-holding sequences was not considered clinically feasible, these experiments were performed to match the parameters and coverage with the free-breathing scans.
The image reconstruction and analysis are described below:
1. Five sets of free-breathing FSE data were processed with the following procedures. First, the bootstrapping procedure was used to identify an image with the lowest artifact level in background ROIs (indicated by rectangles in Fig. 4 ). Specifically, we performed the bootstrapping module using (a) the full 256 9 256 kspace data (long computation time), (b) only the central 64 9 64 portion of the k-space data (medium computation time), and (c) the full 256 9 256 k-space data after rejecting 50% of the data time points that obviously corresponded to different respiratory phases based on belly belt-based estimation (low computation time). It should be noted that in option (b) the final images were still reconstructed from the full k-space data (256 9 256), and the low-resolution information (64 9 64) was used only for identifying data points corresponding to similar respiratory phases. 2. In each case, the optimal k-t-data regrouping strategy was identified based on the lowest L2 norm of signals in a background ROI, and the full k-space data were recombined accordingly to produce an image with low artifact level. Second, the re-combined k-space dataset underwent the POCSMUSE reconstruction module to further reduce residual artifacts. Specifically, the initial guess of the source image (i.e., in Fig. 2 ) was a two-dimensional (2D) matrix of all zeros, and the convergence threshold was 0.01. 3. Free-breathing and breath-holding images were reconstructed using a sum-of-square approach from 8-channel coil data. 4. We quantitatively evaluated the performance of ReKAM by measuring the ghost-to-signal ratio (GSR) of uncorrected free-breathing images, breath-
FIG. 2. A schematic diagram of the POCSMUSE reconstruction.
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holding images, and ReKAM-produced free-breathing images. Specifically, the ghost artifact level was measured from the background ROIs shown in Fig. 4 , and the parent signal level was measured from regions with lower intensity variation [indicated by the ROIs selected with red rectangles in Fig. 4(a) ]. To further evaluate the effectiveness of the POCSMUSE module in reducing artifacts, the GSR of free-breathing images produced by only k-t bootstrapping module (i.e., without POCSMUSE module) were measured, respectively. We then examined the GSR pairwise by performing a Mann-Whitney U test on the GSR values of the image sets from seven subjects.
5. To quantitatively assess the performance of POCS-MUSE in reducing involuntary motion, we applied the POCSMUSE method to breath-holding MRI data, in which the artifacts were mainly resulting from involuntary and nonperiodic motion. 6. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in uncorrected freebreathing images, breath-holding images, and ReKAM-produced free-breathing images were estimated and compared. Specifically, the SNR value was estimated by the ratio of the mean signal intensity to the standard deviation of signals within manually chosen ROIs [indicated by the red rectangles in Fig. 4(a) ]. We then examined the SNR pairwise by performing a Mann-Whitney U test on the SNR values of the image sets from seven subjects. 7. To further quantify the SNR penalty directly associated with the POCSMUSE module, the POCSMUSE algorithm was applied to a single breath-holding FSE dataset, and the estimated SNR values in images before and after applying the POCSMUSE algorithm were compared. 8. To assess the diagnostic image quality of ReKAM, a board-certified abdominal radiologist with 12 yr of experience interpreting abdominal MRI reviewed the three sets of images in random order (i.e., uncorrected free-breathing images, breath-holding images, and ReKAM-produced free-breathing images), blinded to reconstruction algorithms. The radiologist assigned a motion artifact score to each image set based on the scale shown in Fig. 8 . We then compared motion scores pairwise between reconstruction algorithms using the Mann-Whitney U test. 9. To further investigate the dependence of ReKAM-produced image quality on the number of repeated scans, we applied the ReKAM reconstruction framework to subsets of the acquired data (i.e., n out of five repetitions; with 2 ≤ n ≤ 5). For a fixed number of subsets, we evaluated the ReKAM performance, in terms of the GSR, using all possible combinations. For example, for two repeated scans, we evaluated the ReKAM performance using 10 (i.e., C 2 ) different ways of selecting two of five acquired datasets. 10. The k-t-bootstrapping module was implemented with C++, and the POCSMUSE module was implemented with Matlab. Image reconstruction and data analyses were performed in a Linux computer equipped with an Intel Xeon CPU (2.53 GHz) and 20 GB memory.
2.E. Human MRI experiments: patient subjects
The developed free-breathing ReKAM technique was evaluated with patient MRI scans using a GE Healthcare HDxt 1.5 Tesla system equipped with an 8-channel receiver coil. Four patients were recruited to this study: Patients #1 and #4 had diabetes and liver fibrosis; patients #2 and #3 had pulmonary hypertension and subclinical reduced right heart ejection fraction. Data were acquired using a FSE sequence with the following parameters: TR = 3750 ms, TE = 100 ms, axial-plane slice thickness = 8 mm, number of slices = 14, FOV = 40 cm 9 40 cm, ETL = 16, and inplane matrix size = 256 9 256. The Cartesian ky line scan orders for all the FSE segments are shown in Table II (chosen automatically by the manufacturer-provided FSE sequence).
Five repetitions of full k-space free-breathing FSE data were acquired from each patient. The total scan time of freebreathing FSE was 300 s for 5 repetitions of 256 9 256 data. An additional set of breath-holding FSE data was acquired as a comparison. The experiments were performed to match the parameters and coverage with the free-breathing scans, and the scan time was 60 s for a 256 9 256 dataset. The respiratory signals were recorded from the patients.
The image reconstruction (i.e., the k-t bootstrapping and POCSMUSE methods) was described in the previous subsection on MRI with healthy subjects. Free-breathing and breath-holding images were reconstructed using a sum-of- square approach from an 8-channel coil data. The GSR and SNR of images were calculated to assess the performance of the ReKAM method.
2.F. A digital phantom study with extended cardiac-torso (XCAT) phantom
The ReKAM method was also evaluated with an XCAT digital phantom, which had realistic T2-weighted MRI contrast and a tumor. 16 Four-dimensional (4D) volumetric datasets were produced based on breathing patterns (of 55 s) measured from a patient.
The 4-shot 2D FSE k-space data were calculated from the 4D XCAT phantom with the following scan parameters: TR = 3600 ms, TE = 60 ms, number of axial slice = 50, and ETL = 16. Ky line acquisition order shown in Table II was used in this numerical study. A sequential slice acquisition order (with the first slice placed on the superior slice of XCAT phantom) was used in producing realistic simulation data. Images reconstructed with (a) 2D Fourier transform and (b) the ReKAM method were compared (in terms of the artifact level).
RESULTS

3.A. Human MRI experiments: healthy subjects
Reconstructed images of three selected slices from one of the healthy subjects (subject 4) are shown in Fig. 4 . Freebreathing and breath-holding images reconstructed with the 2D Fourier transform and no artifact correction are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) , respectively. As expected, the freebreathing images [ Fig. 4(a) ] are corrupted by motion artifacts. Additionally, although the motion-related artifacts are greatly reduced by breath-holding, the acquired images are still affected by minor residual artifacts [arrows in Fig. 4(b) ]. The artifacts likely result from involuntary movement of organs and the subjects' inability to sustain the long breath hold. Figure 4(c) shows high-quality images reconstructed from the acquired free-breathing data (five runs) using the ReKAM technique. The artifact level and anatomic resolvability in ReKAM-produced images are visually comparable to the breath-holding images. We would like to point out that the same k-space regrouping scheme was identified by three bootstrapping approaches (i.e., bootstrapping of 256 9 256 full k-space data; bootstrapping of 64 9 64 central k-space data; bootstrapping of 256 9 256 k-space data after rejecting 50% of irrelevant data). Therefore, the final images reconstructed from these three approaches are identical.
The mean GSR value of all slices in the reconstructed images was measured from each subject. The mean GSR values of (a) uncorrected free-breathing images, (b) breathholding images, (c) breath-holding images processed with only the POCSMUSE module, (d) free-breathing images processed with only the k-t-bootstrapping module, and (e) ReKAM-reconstructed free-breathing images (i.e., processed with both k-t-bootstrapping and POCSMUSE modules) are shown in Fig. 5 . The Mann-Whitney U test shows that ReKAM method was significantly better than free-breathing method (P-value = 0.0050) and breath-holding method (P-value = 0.0104); breath-holding method was not significantly different from free-breathing method (Pvalue = 0.5222). These data show that the developed ReKAM method can consistently and reliably suppress the artifacts in images, demonstrating the effectiveness of the ReKAM technique.
The experimental results suggest that (a) the POCSMUSE is capable of reducing artifacts that result from involuntary motion, and (b) the residual artifacts in bootstrapping produced images can be further reduced with POCSMUSE.
The estimated SNR values of the reconstructed images were also measured from each subject. The mean SNR values of (a) uncorrected free-breathing images, (b) breath-holding images, and (c) ReKAM-reconstructed free-breathing images shown in Fig. 6 . The Mann-Whitney U test shows that ReKAM method was not significantly different from the free-breathing method (P-value = 1) and breath-holding method (P-value = 0.7949); breath-holding method was not significantly different from free-breathing method (P-value = 0.7949). These measures show that ReKAM technique can produce images without significant SNR penalties.
In order to quantify the potential SNR penalty directly associated with the POCSMUSE module, we compared the SNR values in breath-holding images with and without applying the POCSMUSE-based constrained reconstruction.
The SNR values are shown in Fig. 7 . These data suggest that the POCSMUSE-constrained reconstruction does not introduce significant SNR penalty. In Fig. 8 , we report the score of visual assessments of (a) uncorrected free-breathing images, (b) breath-holding images, and (c) ReKAM-reconstructed free-breathing images from a radiologist. The Mann-Whitney U test shows that ReKAM method was significantly better than free-breathing method (P-value = 0.0251); ReKAM method was not significantly different from the breath-holding method (P-value = 0.3077); breath-holding method was not significantly different from free-breathing method (Pvalue = 0.6101). The results show that the ReKAM method can provide diagnostic image quality comparable to that of breath-holding methods, and can provide better quality than free-breathing method.
In Fig. 9 , we report the dependence of the ReKAM performance (in terms of the GSR in a selected slice) on the number of repeated scans. For FSE imaging with our chosen parameters, a low GSR value can be achieved with four repeated scans, and ReKAM performance does not improve by further increasing the number of repeated scans to 5. Figure 9 illustrates the ReKAM computational time for three data processing pipelines: (a) applying both k-t-bootstrapping and POCSMUSE modules to full 256 9 256 k- space data, (b) applying k-t-bootstrapping module to central 64 9 64 k-space data, followed by POCSMUSE module to full 256 9 256 k-space data, and c) applying k-t-bootstrapping module to full 256 9 256 k-space data for 50% of time points (based on belly belt-provided information), followed by POCSMUSE module to full 256 9 256 k-space data. The reconstruction time can be reduced if the k-t-bootstrapping module is applied to (a) central k-space data instead of full kspace data (e.g., 16.5 min instead of 4.4 h for four repeated scans) and (b) k-space data from 50% time points instead of all time points (e.g., 1.3 s instead of 4.4 h for four repeated scans).
3.B. Human MRI experiments: patient subjects
Data of a selected axial slice from four patient scans are shown in Fig. 10 . Free-breathing and breath-holding images (reconstructed with 2D Fourier transform) are shown in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) , respectively. Fig. 10(c) shows ReKAM-produced free-breathing images, which have significantly reduced motion-related artifact as compared with images shown in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) . Figure 11 shows the respiratory signals recorded from patient #1 during the freebreathing acquisition (five runs; 300 s). Other patients also had irregular respiratory patterns (data not shown). The results show that the ReKAM method can produce high-quality free-breathing MRI data in patients with irregular breathing patterns.
The mean GSR values of the reconstructed images were measured from each patient, as shown in Fig. 12 . The Mann-Whitney U test shows that ReKAM-produced data have significantly lower GSR than free-breathing data (Pvalue = 0.0050) and breath-holding data (Pvalue = 0.0050).
The mean SNR values of the reconstructed images were also measured from patients, as shown in Fig. 13 . The Mann-Whitney U test shows that (a) the SNR of ReKAMproduced images is not significantly different from that of free-breathing images (P-value = 1) and breath-holding data (P-value = 0.8101); (b) the SNR of breath-holding data is not significantly different from that of free-breathing data (P-value = 0.7893).
3.C. A digital phantom study with extended cardiac-torso (XCAT) phantom
The XCAT phantom images of a selected slice (that include a tumor) obtained with different reconstruction procedures are shown in Fig. 14 . It can be seen that free-breathing data [ Fig. 14(a) ] are corrupted by motion artifacts. The ReKAM method produces an image [ Fig. 14(c) ] with its quality comparable to that of the gold standard [ Fig. 14(b) ]. The mean GSR values of all slices is 0.2132 in uncorrected free-breathing data, and 0.0301 in ReKAM-reconstructed free-breathing images.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The developed ReKAM method has several strengths. First, since the ReKAM method is compatible with different MRI pulse sequences, requiring no or little sequence modification, it may be used as a core technique to reliably enable abdominal MRI with different clinically required contrasts. Second, the POCSMUSE module included in the ReKAM pipeline is a very general mathematical framework, capable of reconstructing images from k-space data sampled with irregular trajectory. Third, the reported ReKAM method can produce high-quality abdominal MRI data without requiring the subjects to hold their breath or relying on respiratory gating, and is thus expected to be particularly useful for challenging subjects (e.g., seriously ill patients, children). Furthermore, the artifacts resulting from involuntary motion of organs may not be suppressed with either respiratory gating or breath holding [e.g., indicated by an arrow in Fig. 4(b) ], and may be better removed with the ReKAM method [e.g., Fig. 4(c) ].
As illustrated by our experimental results, respiratory motion-related artifacts can be reduced through k-t-data bootstrapping and POCSMUSE, without relying on navigator echoes or non-MRI measurement (e.g., belly belt). It is worth noting that if the navigator echoes or any non-MRI measurement of respiratory cycles are available, they are compatible with the ReKAM method and can be used to reduce the computational cost of the k-t-data bootstrapping. For example, even with a rough belly belt-based estimation of the respiratory cycles, one may easily exclude 50% of the data (corresponding to different respiratory phases) from the k-t-data bootstrapping, and the computation time for our four-repetition bootstrapping can be reduced from 4.4 h to 1.3 s [ Fig. 9] . Alternatively, the ReKAM computation time can also be largely reduced by utilizing parallel computation on multiple CPU or general purpose GPU.
In our bootstrapping module, an image with the lowest background artifact level is identified based on the artifact level in background ROIs [ Fig. 1(c) ]. This approach works well and reliably for data obtained with the segmented k-space sampling scheme (e.g., multishot segmented EPI; multishot FSE), where the intrascan motion results in ghosting artifacts.
On the other hand, the intrascan subject motion during the sequential k-space sampling scheme, for example, in conventional T1-weighted spoiled gradient recalled (SPGR) imaging, results in blurring artifacts rather than ghosting artifacts. Since the blurring artifacts may not be easily detected with a background ROI-based measurement, such an acquisition could be modified from sequential sampling (e.g., 1, 2, 3. . . 256) to segmented sampling (e.g., 1, 5, 9. . . 253, 2, 6, 10. . .) so that the developed ReKAM framework can be directly applied to free-breathing T1-weighted SPGR imaging.
It is convenient to use the data from each FSE segment as a unit for performing k-t-data regrouping [e.g., Figs. 1(a) and  1(b) ]. For example, in our 16-shot FSE imaging studies (Table I) , 16 k y lines acquired in each FSE segment were treated as a unit when performing k-t-data regrouping. However, it is not necessary for the k-t-data regrouping scheme used in Reconstruction Module 1 to match the segmented k-space sampling scheme used in data acquisition. For example, if there is significant intrasegment motion within each FSE segment (e.g., due to very high respiratory rates), one can further decompose those 16 k y lines acquired in our 16-shot FSE scans into two bootstrapping units (with the 1st to 8th k y lines as the first unit, and the 9th to 16th k y lines as the second unit) or even more units when performing the Medical Physics, 45 (1), January 2018 k-t-bootstrapping, to better suppress motion-related artifacts, at the cost of greater computation time.
Our developed bootstrapping and k-data regrouping procedures are designed to reduce artifacts that result from pseudoperiodic motion of breathing. However, the involuntary and nonperiodic motion may not be effectively addressed with bootstrapping and k-data regrouping. Therefore, the POCS-MUSE method needs to be incorporated to further reduce residual artifacts, which may result from involuntary motion, after the bootstrapping and k-space data regrouping. Our experimental data demonstrate that the developed ReKAM method (including bootstrapping, k-data regrouping and POCSMUSE) can effectively reduce artifacts due to both respiratory motion and involuntary motion.
The ReKAM method neither relies on a specific motion model nor makes an assumption that breathing frequency is constant. Therefore, ReKAM is capable of reducing artifacts in data obtained from patients with irregular breathing patterns (see Figs. 10 and 11). As a postprocessing algorithm, the ReKAM method is expected to be compatible with different pulse sequences and k-space sampling trajectories (e.g., radial-sampling, PROPELLER 4 ). The current study has the following limitations. First, data in different slices of ReKAM-produced images may correspond to different respiratory phases, which may potentially lead to inaccurate volumetric measurement of internal organs or pathology. Second, the data acquisition time of ReKAM protocol is longer than that of breath-holding MRI. Therefore, a direct comparison of ReKAM image quality and breath-holding MRI quality may not be the optimal study design. Third, with our current implementation, the time-consuming ReKAM reconstruction is performed offline and does not immediately provide results.
Although the developed ReKAM method has only been applied to free-breathing abdominal MRI, it should be useful for several other applications. For example, for neuroimaging of Parkinson's patients with continual head tremors, one may acquire a series of sagittal-plane images (where the head tremor is an in-plane pseudo-periodic motion) and then use the ReKAM modules to remove motion-related artifacts.
In conclusion, the ReKAM framework enables highquality, free-breathing abdominal MRI and is compatible with various MRI pulse sequences. The developed k-t-data bootstrapping and POCSMUSE reconstruction modules can be generally applied to remove motion artifacts in k-space data obtained with different pulse sequences. We expect that the ReKAM technique should prove valuable for clinical imaging of patients who may not hold their breath for an extended period of time or have irregular respiratory rates.
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